What

UTeach is participating in the #WeBelongInCollege Campaign. This is an opportunity for students to share a 1-3 minute story about their experience getting through college including:

• A time of struggle or questioned belonging
• The story of how one overcame the challenge, managed to persist, and came to feel they belonged
• Advice for other students who may be facing similar challenges

Why

Because getting through college is not easy! We want to normalize challenges and build support with one another by allowing students like you to share their story.

Scholarships!

Get Schooled is giving away twenty $1,000 scholarships to students who record, share, and submit their stories by November 30, 2020.

How?

Follow these three easy steps!

1. Reach out to UToledo Student Leaders Danny (daniel.gallagher@rockets.utoledo.edu) or Jewel (jewel.hodges@rockets.utoledo.edu) to get support on how to create your #WeBelongInCollege Story
2. Post your story on social media with the hashtag #WeBelongInCollege
3. Apply below! sep.webelongincollege.com